
Our client is a global network providing integrated design, engineering, construction, 
and professional services to clients and communities. They support efficient 
operations ensuring optimal patient experience to develop targeted solutions and 
achieve goals and priorities in an ever-changing healthcare environment.

The client wanted to provide their customers with access to Power BI dashboards and 
reports. They aimed to build a customer-facing web portal that would provide users 
with insights into a surgery/operating room data set.

Inadequate data 
analytics insights on 
the customer-facing 
platform

Inadequate, decentralized 
platform for admins to 
manage user access, 
dashboard and reporting

Lack of tenant 
management for 
surgery and operating 
rooms occupancy

Leveraging our deep expertise in Power Apps, Xoriant engineering team designed and 
developed a customer facing web portal that enabled the client to view and analyze
surgery and operating room data. The solution includes various components to ensure 
a smooth and efficient experience for both the client and the users.

Tenant provisioning 
feature allowing 
management of 
tenants & tenant-
level configurations

Seamless 
management of 
users and simplified 
access to reports and 
data insights

A tenant portal 
admin platform for 
tenant-specific 
user management 
and access

An interface for 
healthcare institutes 
to manage their 
users and 
permissions easily

Business Value

Enhanced
Visibility of surgery 
and operating room 
data through Power 
BI reports and 
dashboard

Optimized
Efficiency in managing 
user access and 
permissions including 
superior analytical 
insights

Elevated
Tenant security and 
overall operational 
efficiency facilitating 
delivery of seamless 
services
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Xoriant provides advanced technology solutions and software development services for global banks, software 
product companies and F500 market leaders. Based in the U.S. with 17 global offices and 5000+ engineering 
professionals, Xoriant demonstrates exceptional experience in banking and finance infrastructure modernization 
and cloud migration. We deliver expert digital engineering, as well as offsite and offshore services, across high 
tech, healthcare, pharma, industrial manufacturing, telecom, and automotive sectors. Customers credit 
technological innovation and delivery excellence for our shared success over three decades.
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Challenges

Transforming Tenant Operations
With Integrated Web Platform

Success Story

How a premier healthcare solutions provider 
reclaimed tenant security, boosted 
operational efficiency using Power Apps

Technology Stack
Power Apps, Power Automate, Power BI

A seamless user 
experience, enabling 
the client and its 
customers to access 
the data they need

Provided

https://www.youtube.com/c/xoriant
https://twitter.com/xoriant
http://www.instagram.com/xoriant_life
https://facebook.com/Xoriant
https://linkedin.com/companies/166996

